Correia: an appreciation
You may already be familiar with the
work of two leading folders from France,
Vincent Floderer, and Eric Joisel.
However, there is another important and
dynamic French folder who you may not
know. He is Jean-Claude Correia, from
Paris.

Jean-Claude Correia was born in
Casablanca, Morocco in 1945. He
studied at the Ecole des Arts Decoratifs
Paris from 1968-72 and in the following
years worked actively as a painter. A solo
exhibition of his paintings was held at
the Iwataya Gallery, Fukuoka in 1975.
But a turning point in his career was the
death of Pablo Picasso in 1973. Finding
all the newspaper obituaries he could,
Correia cut them into squares and folded
numerous cocottes as his personal tribute
to Picasso (Cocotte is the French word
for the traditional European Pajarita
model.)
Realising the potential of folded paper
as a means of creative expression,
Correia obtained a number of origami
books, including some by Kasahara, and
folded as many designs as he could. He
was fascinated by the work of Western
designers, like Neal Elias and Max
Hulme, and thus stimulated, he began to
formulate his own designs, including Les
Poissons des Abysses (The Fishes from

the Depths), and a single-sheet Skull and
Vertebral Column. The 1979 Hedgehog
by Englishman John Richardson, with
its many reverse folded spines and
curved pleated form, was a significant
influence on Jean Claude Correia’s work.
His Iguana design from the early ‘80s
shares many similarities of form, with its
reverse-folded scales and an articulated
body. Correia’s later monumental work
similarly still shows this influence.
With his friend from student days,

Gilles Gautherin, Correia founded the
Mouvement Francais des Plieurs de
Papier (MFPP) in 1978, taking the lead
from other European origami groups
such as CDO and BOS. But the MFPP
always had a particularly Gallic charm!
Early issues of its magazine Le Pli were
filled with sensitive drawings from JCC’s
and Gilles trained hands, and carried
quirky and articles and amusing features.
MFPP members liked to fold Paris metro
tickets, and two intriguing booklets
describing some metro ticket ideas,

Le Ticket Plie, volumes 1 and 2, were
published in the early ‘80’s. These were

JCC retired as MFPP president. The
organisation he had created was now able
to function without him, and he wanted
to move forward with his own ideas

the brainchildren, and largely the work of
Correia and Gautherin.
JCC masterminded two significant
origami Festivals for the MFPP in
France: in 1982 in Mirepoix-sur-Tarn,
near Toulouse, and in 1983 in Grenoble
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for folded paper expression. For him,
the word origami implies a traditional
colourful Japanese craft, and this concept
was far removed from his ideas and
his intentions for his work. He prefers
the term pliage - meaning folding. It’s
significant that the title of the French
organisation doesn’t include the word
origami.

However after Grenoble, in 1984,

Rarely does Correia’s work mimic the
form an animal or a figure in the style
of other folders: instead it suggests a
texture, a movement or an emotion.
Each piece is individual and unique,
never to be folded again. Because there
is obviously no need for the work to be
folded by others, diagrams for the later
work do not exist. Thus there seems to be
something in common with the work of
Floderer and Joisel, the other two French
origami artists also producing “oneoff ”, or unreproduceable work. There is
something “French” in the colours they

Now freed from the responsibilites at the

as part of an international trade fair for
paper industries. I was present at both
very different events: the first was in a
peaceful rural village during hot July, and
the second in a large busy conference hall
in frosty November! Grenoble marked
an assembly of key folders and origami

personalities, including Gershon Legman,
Eric Kenneway, Paul Jackson, Roberto
Morassi, and Eiki and Eriko Momotani.

geometric pleated areas with twisted,
liberated and chaotic sections, all in the
same sheet. His works are always signed
and bear his sealing-wax imprint in the
old-fashioned way of signing a letter.
He also records on the work the size of
starting sheet.

all use and natural warm “earth” colours
of brown, ochre and red seem to be
prevalent.

helm of the MFPP, Correia embarked on
his series of immense folded, pleated and
twisted pieces. Working in large studio
spaces in central Paris, he often used huge
rolls of kraft or builder’s paper, and he
made individual and unique textured
surfaces from sometimes irregular shapes.
These suggested natural forms such as
the bark of a tree, the waves in the ocean,
or hardened volcanic lava. Sometimes
decorated with paint or coloured pencil,
his work frequently contrasts precise

At times intellectual, at times something
of a poet, Jean-Claude Correia explains
the contradiction of the combination
of order and chaos in his work in this
extract from his lecture to the New York
Convention June 1988. To read more,
go to: http://www.britishorigami.info/
practical/highlite/130-39.htm - 131:

“In Mauritius Island, I went fishing for
marlin. You leave early in the morning
and come back late in the evening. All day
long in a small boat. You watch the bait,
then all of a sudden the monster bites. He
is caught and he fights back. Everything
moves very fast. The sea is wild, you feel
you are in chaos. The folds of the water
are a crumpled sheet. An ant could have

squashed me like nothing. The next day
aboard a small plane, flying above the
Indian ocean, same time, same weather, a
rough sea. It was not chaos any more. The
waves had a specific direction, the horizon
was in organised folds. It is impossible for
me to fold the ocean, but let us suppose I
have enough time and patience to do it.
What would I get? A residue ocean, devoid
of all the fish I had dreamt about during
the chaos.
Paper-folding is not an art. It becomes
an art when men, through folding, give
evidence of their civilisation. And that is
what we are here for.”
Recently, Correia’s work has been
exhibited here:
• Masters of Origami, Salzburg,
July to September 2005

http://mastersoforigami.com/

•

Expression Pli, Laduz Musee,
May to September 2005

http://laduz.com/animations/
les-expositions-du-musee-deladuz
http://laduz.com/images/29.
jpg

•
•

L’art en Ville, Cusset, March to
April 2006
Holland Paper Biennal, Rijswijk,
June to September 2006
http://www.
hollandpapierbiennale.nl/en/
index2.html

•

Correia en Deux Temps, Recif
Images, Paris, July 2006
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